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I n f o r m at I o n  f o r  t h e  p u b l I c
Full employment, stable prices and rapid growth are central goals of economic policy. But policy 
always faces difficult goal conflicts. How should inflation and unemployment be balanced against 
each other? What tradeoff should be made between the consumption of current and future genera-
tions? Edmund S. Phelps has advanced our understanding of both of these tradeoffs. He has empha-
sized that not only the issue of savings and capital formation but also the balance between inflation 
and unemployment are fundamentally issues about the distribution of welfare over time. Phelps’s 




























































































































links and FuRtHeR Reading
Most of Phelps’s articles and books are relatively technical, but he has also written a number of more popular 
texts that can be read by laymen. A good example is his book inflation Policy and unemployment theory (New 
York: Norton; London: Macmillan, 1972) where he discusses inflation and unemployment policy using the 
theories that he developed in the late 1960s.
Another relatively accessible paper is “The origins and further development of the natural rate of unemploy-
ment” published in Rod Cross (ed.) the natural Rate of unemployment, Reflections on 25 Years of the Hypothe-
sis (Cambridge University Press, 1995). 
In the essay “A life in economics” published in Arnold Heertje (ed.), the Makers of Modern economics, vol. II 
(Edward Elgar, 1995) Phelps gives an account of his research career.
Phelps’s article “The golden rule of accumulation: A fable for growthmen”, in which he analyzes the golden 
rule of capital formation is an entertaining classic. It was published in the american economic Review, vol. 51, 
September 1961.
Another classic is the ‘Phelps volume’, the anthology that Phelps published in 1970 under the title Microecono-
mic Foundations of employment and inflation theory (Norton).
LINKS
The address of Edmund Phelps’s homepage at Columbia University, New York, is www.columbia.edu/~esp2
The Academy’s website, www.kva.se, and http://nobelprize.org have more information on this year’s prize, 






Room 1004, 10th floor
New York, New York 10027
USA
www.columbia.edu/~esp2
US citizen, born 1933 (73) in Evanston, IL, USA. PhD in economics in 1959 from Yale University, CT, 
USA. McVickar Professor of Political Economy at Columbia University, NY, USA.
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